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Compared to the manually-derived model, the enumerated CTA
model was 20% more parsimonious, 3.6% more accurate and 30%
more efficient, and was more consistent with a priori hypotheses.

A prospective study of how individual- and
family-level multimethod, multi-informant attributes predict psychosocial adaptation (scholastic
success, social acceptance, positive self-worth)
in early adolescence was conducted for a sample
of 68 families of children with spina bifida and
68 comparison families of healthy children.1
Manually-derived CTA indicated that intrinsic
motivation, estimated verbal IQ, behavioral conduct, coping style, and physical appearance best
predicted psychosocial adaptation in early adolescence: health status was not a factor in the
model. The model correctly classified 77.8% of
the total sample, yielding ESS=55.0.
An enumerated CTA model was obtained by automated software for the same data used
in manual analysis.2 To be consistent between
analyses, attributes were only allowed to enter
the model if their associated ESS was stable (did
not diminish) in jackknife validity analysis. The
enumerated model is illustrated in Figure 1, and
performance comparisons are given in Table 1.
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Figure 1: Enumerated CTA Model Predicting
Psychosocial Adaptation in Young Adolescence
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Table 1: Comparing Performance of Manually-Derived vs. Enumerated CTA Models
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Actual
Class
Status

Predicted Class Status

Predicted Class Status

Manual CTA Model

Enumerated CTA Model

Non-Positive
Positive
Adaptation
Adaptation

Non-Positive
Positive
Adaptation
Adaptation

Non-Positive
Adaptation

40

16

71.4

49

9

84.5

Positive
Adaptation

10

51

83.6

14

37

72.6

80.0

76.1

77.8

80.4

Total N Classified

117

109

PAC (%)

77.8

78.9

Model ESS

55.0

57.0

5

4

Number of Attributes

Model Efficiency
11.0
14.3
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: Values given to the right of the Positive Adaptation columns are the specificity (for non-positive adaptation) and sensitivity (for positive adaptation), and values given under the Positive Adaption row, beneath columns, are the negative (for
non-positive adaptation) and positive (for positive adaptation) predictive values. 3 Total N classified varies as a function of
missing data. PAC=percentage accuracy in classification=100% x (sum of correctly classified observations)/(total N classified).3 ESS=effect strength for sensitivity, a normed index on which 0 is the level of classification accuracy that is expected
by chance, and 100 is perfect accuracy.3 The number of attributes in the CTA model is given, and model efficiency is defined as model ESS divided by number of attributes; is expressed in terms of mean ESS-units-per-attribute; and is a measure
of the mean level of explanatory power per attribute which is used in the model—commonly, as “bang-for-the-buck”.3

The enumerated model used four attributes rather than five as used in the manual model,
and thus it was 80% as complex, or 20% more
parsimonious, than the manually-derived model.
Compared to the manual model the enumerated
model yielded greater ESS (3.6%), PAC (1.4%),
efficiency (30%), specificity (18.3%), and positive predictive value (5.7%). In contrast, the
manual model had greater sensitivity (15.2%)
and negative predictive value (2.8%) than the
enumerated model.

The enumerated model predicted 80.4%
accurately that 42.2% of the sample would have
a positive adaptation, and identified 72.6% of all
subjects experiencing positive adaptation. And,
the enumerated model predicted 77.8% accurately that 57.8% of the sample would have a
non-positive adaptation, identifying 84.5% of all
subjects experiencing non-positive adaptation.
The size of sample strata identified by
the enumerated model is relatively homogeneous: the largest strata (N=30, 27.5% of classified sample) is 1.3-times larger than the smallest
strata (N=13, 11.9% of classified sample). And,
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all of the attributes loading in the model influenced the classification decisions which were
made for a substantial portion of the sample.
The percentage of observations classified in part
on the basis of their score on the attribute was:
Behavioral Conduct (100% of sample); FamilyLevel Conflict (58.7%), Attention (41.3%) and
Parent-Child Conflict (31.2%).
The automated CTA model has several
important similarities to the manually-derived
CTA model. First, as with the manual model,
neither health status (spina bifida vs. able-bodied) nor socioeconomic status emerged as factors in the automated model. This suggests that
both CTA models were able to identify factors
that were more predictive of psychosocial adaptation than the group differences often identified in pediatric research. Second, the factor
“behavioral conduct in the classroom” emerged
as being highly significant in both models.
This demonstrates consistency between the
models and reinforces the relationship between
behavioral control in the classroom and psychosocial adaptation.
There were also important differences
between the two models. Counter to our original hypotheses, the manually derived model did
not identify any family-level variables, nor did
it include any variables based on mother or
father report. In contrast, the automated CTA
model supported our original hypothesis by
identifying two family-level variables in the
model and including three variables based in
part on mother and father report. Another difference between the two models is that in the
manual model all of the factors were based on
characteristics of the child and two of the factors
represented more internalized child qualities
(i.e., intrinsic motivation, coping style). In
comparison, only half of the automated model
focused on child factors and these included only
externalized or observable behaviors (i.e., conduct, attention).
In summary, the automated model presents a more parsimonious way of classifying

this sample and supports the researchers’ original hypotheses by including family-level factors
and information from multiple informants (parents, teachers, child). However, it identifies a
substantially different constellation of factors in
the classification of psychosocial adaptation as
compared to the manual model. Many theoretically important factors that emerged in the manual model that are well supported in pediatric
research on psychosocial adaptation (e.g., motivation, IQ, coping style, and attractiveness)
were not included in the automated model. Instead, the automated model selected a narrower
constellation of factors that was highly focused
on behavioral presentation and family-level conflict. These models likely represent two theoretically viable and empirically supported paths
to psychosocial adaptation.
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